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Since the start of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
pandemic, social networking has increased markedly.1 The
present list of virtual social networks is extensive, including
Skype, YouTube, Zoom, WhatsApp, Signal, Twitter, LinkedIn,
and so on. The use of social networks has been an important part of coping with this crisis.1 The social networks that
initially emerged as strategies for fun and socialization in
recent years have become an important part of learning.2
Virtual social networks facilitate the construction of knowledge based on personal and common interests. They have
progressively occupied an important place in our society.
An interesting duality of social networks is the possibility of
uniting formal and informal environments in a common goal:
continuous learning. The use of social networks facilitates
creativity, creation, exchange, and collaboration.3 In our
world, the possibility of collaboration between remotely
located cities and countries opens endless options.
Twitter was launched in March 2006 in California,
United States. Currently with more than 300 million active
users, it is likely one of the most influential social networks.
Continuing medical education can be supported by multiple
options and unimaginable twitter applications. Thamman et al
commented on the importance of Twitter as an asynchronous
learning method, as the use of this social network for journal clubs has grown considerably in recent years.4 Among the
advantages offered by the use of Twitter are looking for opinions, sharing clinical cases, reviews, publicity webinars, surveys,
and networking.5
In this new era of COVID-19, the use of social networks
for learning will become more relevant. The difficulty with
in-person meetings will likely be ongoing in the coming
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years and forces us to look at the formal and routine use
of social media strategies for occupational communication.
The demographic component of Twitter also makes it
an attractive network: on Twitter everyone has a voice,
everyone can comment.4 The ability to ask questions and
to get countless feedback from a global audience is especially important. In the Twitterverse, some of the most
popular in neurocritical care are @SNACCNeuro, @isnacc,
@ncsi, @JNeurosurgAnes, @jnaccj, and @neurocritical.
Hashtags such as #Neurocritcare and #CLaNI are used to
categorize messages and facilitate a quick search by users.
Nowadays, we cannot have a physical group discussion,
such as journal clubs, as we have to maintain social distancing. Social media clubs widen the scope of discussion and allow worldwide participation. The first SNACC
journal club discussion (@SNACC @JNeurosurgAnes) was
conducted on January 13, 2020.
Twitter polls have great application potential. In real time,
we can observe trends: questions that were asked among
contacts, people that were mentioned, and hashtags that
were used. In addition, the exchange of messages on Twitter
helps disseminate scientific knowledge, establish academic
ties, and foster scientific collaborations.6
With the high virulence of COVID 19, major scientific
meetings have become risky events.7 COVID-19 will
probably remain with us for a long time, which will force
us to change our learning strategies and interaction within
scientific communities. Finally, the growing influence
of social networks in our academic life is indisputable.
Combining traditional medical practice with the new culture of digital medicine rechallenges the neurointensivist.8
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The next few years will witness the impact of social media
on medical education in a physically distant society. Ideally,
we will be more united with the support of digital tools.
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